14 & 15 December 2023 Networking & Training Workshop

Besançon - Amphithéâtre Maison des Sciences de l'Homme (MSHE)
13:30 Welcoming speakers and the public

Opening addresses

14:00 Hugues Daussy (vice president for research – University of Franche-Comté, uFC)

14:10 Marie Barral-Baron (University of Franche-Comté, uFC), Natasha Constantinidou (University of Cyprus, UCY), Han Lamers (University of Oslo, UiO)

**Funding Opportunities for Humanities Graduates: European Networks** (Chair: Hugues Daussy)

14:20 Marieke Steenbergen (director of European international relations and Francophonie, uFC): ‘Presentation of the creation of a university research network. The example of STARS EU’

14:40 Frédéric Le Belhomme (responsible for European networks and lobbies, uFC Research and Development Department): ‘European research networks in the humanities and social sciences’

15:00 Ioana Crugel (European projects manager – Brussels): ‘How to plan, draft and finance a European corporation project’

15:20 Discussion

15:50 Coffee break

**Job prospects for humanities graduates** (Chair: Han Lamers)

16:10 Lauriane Masson (EURAXESS, uFC): ‘Tools for doctoral students: The EURAXESS European network, the MyDoc Pro tool, the Association Bernard Gregory’

16:30 Anne Monneret (Corporate relations and Alumni network manager, uFC): ‘The importance of the alumni network in the job search for humanities graduates’

16:50 Frédéric Spagnoli (head of the MA-programme ‘Rare Book and Digital Humanities’): ‘Working with both cultural heritage and new technologies: The example of the Master Rare Book and Digital Humanities’

17:10 Discussion
## Networking & Training Workshop

### 15 December 2023

### Université de Franche-Comté
Amphithéâtre de la Maison des Sciences de l’Homme et de l’Environnement (MSHE),
1 rue Charles Nodier, Besançon, France

### Session 1

#### 9:00
Welcoming speakers and the public

#### 9:30
Humanities funding applications: Impact and excellence (Chair: Marie Barral-Baron)

- **9:30**
  Mathieu Servant (winner of an ERC Starting Grant, 2021, uFC): ‘Feedback on ERC starting grant applications (call ERC-2021-STG, ERC review panel SH4 – The Human Mind and its Complexity’)

- **9:50**
  Maria Fallica (winner Marie Skłodowska-Curie Postdoctoral Fellowship, 2023, Sapienza University of Roma): ‘Humanities and the Global Marie Curie Fellowship: The project Folie’

- **10:10**
  Iana Atanassova (membership and grant of Institut Universitaire de France, uFC): ‘A Journey into Scientific Uncertainty: Building a Project of Excellence in the Human and Social Sciences’

- **10:30**
  Discussion

- **11:00**
  Coffee break

### Session 2

#### 9:00
Humanities funding applications: Impact and excellence (Chair: Marie Barral-Baron)

#### 9:30
Mathieu Servant (winner of an ERC Starting Grant, 2021, uFC): ‘Feedback on ERC starting grant applications (call ERC-2021-STG, ERC review panel SH4 – The Human Mind and its Complexity’)

#### 9:50
Maria Fallica (winner Marie Skłodowska-Curie Postdoctoral Fellowship, 2023, Sapienza University of Roma): ‘Humanities and the Global Marie Curie Fellowship: The project Folie’

#### 10:10
Iana Atanassova (membership and grant of Institut Universitaire de France, uFC): ‘A Journey into Scientific Uncertainty: Building a Project of Excellence in the Human and Social Sciences’

#### 10:30
Discussion

#### 11:00
Coffee break

### Session 3

#### 11:20
Funding applications in the humanities: Impact and interdisciplinarity (Chair: Natasha Constantinidou)

- **11:20**
  Maria Cristina Manzetti (UCY): ‘Building an interdisciplinary career path in the humanities: Personal experiences from archaeology’

- **11:40**
  Han Lamers (University of Oslo, UiO): ‘International funding opportunities: A brief overview’

- **12:00**
  Discussion

- **12:30**
  Lunch

### Session 4

#### 11:20
Funding applications in the humanities: Impact and interdisciplinarity (Chair: Natasha Constantinidou)

- **11:20**
  Maria Cristina Manzetti (UCY): ‘Building an interdisciplinary career path in the humanities: Personal experiences from archaeology’

- **11:40**
  Han Lamers (University of Oslo, UiO): ‘International funding opportunities: A brief overview’

- **12:00**
  Discussion

- **12:30**
  Lunch

### Session 5

#### 14:00
GrECl post-doctoral fellows: Their topics and experiences (Chair: Maria Cristina Manzetti)

- **14:00**
  Chiara Gazzini (UiO): ‘Manuel Chrysoloras’ letters: A critical edition and a study of their reception in 16th-century Europe’

- **14:20**
  Ana Alicia Carmona Aliaga (UFC): ‘Religious conflicts through the prism of Greek heritage: Loys Le Roy, humanist at the Collège Royal’

- **14:40**
  Discussion

### Closing Session: Takeaways: Mapping the future of humanities graduates and early career researchers (Chair: Natasha Constantinidou)